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THE CP3 VALUE PROPOSITION
CP3

is

a

turnkey

platform

to

articulate, apply & track objectives
within diverse operating environments.
Within the public sector environment, the cycle of
infrastructure planning and prioritisation has many
challenges. In many respects, the complexities that have
to be factored in by executives in public sector, often
matches or eclipses the complexities of large,
multi-national organisations in the private or NGO
sectors.

As far as infrastructure projects are concerned,
preference or priority is usually determined through tried
and tested financial methods, such as calculating a
benefit-cost ratio or the internal rate of return (IRR).
The shortcomings of this clinical approach creates several
challenges. Leaders often take issue with the disjoint
between politics, strategy and how infrastructure
investment sometimes fails to align with their vision
and commitments. Adding to this complexity, is the
multitude of projects not necessarily falling in the
classical definition of infrastructure projects also
competing for the same funding. These may include
surprising diverse although much needed and relevant
elements such as sports fields, emergency services
vehicles, theatre equipment and so on.
Furthermore, the spatial priorities, the economic-, social
and environmental impacts, and perspectives on
affordability and project preparation process (to
mention a few) are mostly ignored in the more
traditional approaches. It is often virtually impossible to
require this intense amount of detail across a list of
project needs.
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“There is no universal
approach to Capital
Investment Planning by
Local Governments, not
least because the frameworks for local financial
management vary greatly from country to country, and even within one
country.”
Guidebook for Capital Investment Planning,
World Bank.

THE CP3 VALUE PROPOSITION

FINDING A SOLUTION WITH CP3
CP³ is an acronym for "Collaboration,
Planning, Prioritisation, Performance".
It is a centralised decision support
system configured to the requirements and specific preferences of
each client.
With the development of CP³, we pioneered a now tried
and tested solution that facilitates capital project needs
solicitation and ushering such projects through the
project preparation process. The process continues with a
flexible prioritisation process that may draw on a range of
metrics such as spatial alignment, qualitative or
quantitative considerations.
The budgeting process is accommodated once a
defendable and accountable process of prioritisation is in
place. The prioritisation model reflects needs, objectives
and priorities. It allows for a diversity of rule-based
processes and a multitude of funding sources. All inputs
and outputs in this process are customised to align
with local standard chart of accounts and
requirements. The accountability loop is also closed by
tracking implementation.
As illustrated below, CP³ facilitates four key processes
that are typically associated with the capital planning
environment within an organisation.

FINDING A SOLUTION
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CAPTURE
Capture details to improve project development.

A space to develop to maturity:
Investment needs are captured on the CP³ “Capture”
module. The Capture module serves as a centralised
repository of organisational needs representated
geographically, administratively and organisationally.
This is the space where project details are allowed to
be developed to maturity by assigning projects to the
appropriate technical departments or divisions for
further investigation.
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[ Project mapping allows for accurate spatial modelling & reporting. ]

CAPTURE

THE CP3 CAPTURE MODULE
Essential features of the "Capture"
module on CP³ include:
Full compliance with financial protocols
and legislation.
Projects spatially located on the system,
indicating the area associated with it.
CP³ fully integrates with any GIS system
using Web-Map Services and WebFeature Services.
Life-cycle financial data for all projects
over the budgeting cycle and beyond
(no limitation applies).
All budgets are associated with the
necessary funding requirements and
budget sources.
Political or strategic themes integrated.
Unlimited accommodation of vote numbers, financial system numbers and/or
any other numbers related to projects.
Users can link projects to a matrix of
strategic outcomes for prioritisation or
reporting purposes.
A vast database allowing storage of all
technical information required for prioritisation or record-keeping.
A complete risk register accommodat-

“Each project is associated
with its own designated
programmes, portfolios &
development strategy”.

ed for each project.
All essential information of the entity
contacted for the project.

CAPTURE
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PRIORITISE
Qualitative, quantitative & spatial priorities.

Focusing on what matters:
The allocation of capital expenditure is a
challenging balancing act. Decision-makers
need to consider a range of aspects, from
infrastructure backlogs, job creation and
environmental impacts, to name a few.
A prioritisation methodology is therefore
required that will consider qualitative,
quantitative and spatial priorities. In CP³,
projects are scored with a configurable,
multi-criteria analysis prioritisation engine to use
quantitative, qualitative and spatial analysis in
several ways to determine the relative score
(priority) of each project.

Project Specific
Works Location

Spatial
Targeting Areas

Client Specific
Priority Areas

Priority Modelling
& Scoring

[ Project locations to develop composite project scores. ]

PRIORITISATION TREE
This represents a typical prioritisation tree.
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PRIORITISE

THE CP3 PRIORITISE MODULE
Some of the features on the CP³
Prioritise Module include:
A range of maturity dependent complexity - starting with simplistic
elements, which may mature over time
towards increased complexity.
Integration of spatial plans, transformation plans, backlog heat maps, spatialcontextualisation aids (e.g. contours,
aerial photography, urban boundaries).
Incorporation of any GIS layer as a lens
or a tool for prioritisation.
An easy to understand and user-friendly
structure;
Accessibility and participation
strategic and/or technical level.

on

Capability to consider political strategies, objectives, mission statements,
vision statements, and other strategic
contents.
The ability to evaluate specific groupings of projects reflecting strategies,
programmes and portfolios.
Easy “What if?” scenario development
and testing.
Ability to assess a range of project
types measuring each project’s global
alignment with organisational priorities
and technical merits.

PRIORITISE
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BUDGET FIT
Engineered to facilitate participation & transparency.

How CP3 mitigates the disconnect:
The budgetary process is often convoluted and confused
with the prioritisation process because the two processes
are closely related to assigning priority. CP³ mitigates this
disconnect by calculating indicative capital allocations to
different themes, outcomes or portfolios.
The CP³ Budget Scenario Model was engineered to
facilitate participation and transparency throughout
the entire budgetary process. Records are kept of each
budget version - these are called “baselines” in CP³. This
allows for budget comparison reports that CP³ can
generate. These reports provide a quick and visual
appraisal of the specific changes made across a large and
complex budget book.

[Budget Fit Results]
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BUDGET FIT

THE CP3 BUDGET FIT MODULE
Sophisticated yet easy to use budget
scenario development:
Balanced and equitable budget allocations.
Fitting of capital needs into a stratified
and multidimensional budget.
Participation and transparency during
budgeting.
Budget scenario-building.
Application of budget fit rules and strategies.
Outcomes-based budgeting.
Understanding the implication of
specific budget decisions by exploring
alternatives.
Facilitated budget adjustments and
iterative budget rebalancing.
User-defined timeframes. (i.e. 5-year,
10-year, 20-year budgets)
CP³ comprehensively facilitates external funding
allocation, and automated reports assist in understanding
the over or under-utilisation of external funding sources.
An optional module enables further analyses and
understanding as part of the budget fitting process.
The affordability of the budget needs over the long-term
is calculated cognisant of financial constraints such as
loans, debt ceilings, and liquidity ratios.

BUDGET FIT
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REPORT & TRACK
Track implementation & expenditure of approved budgets.

Keeping tabs on your progress:
The reporting module allows for dynamic
alphanumeric and spatial reporting on individual
projects, divisions, departments, portfolios of projects
and programmes. This includes key performance areas
by budget allocation.
A comprehensive menu of reporting options is
provided on the CP3 system, providing various,
user-friendly data reporting templates & applying
several parameters to pull these reports.
The reporting module includes a System Dashboard,
which allows for predefined "quick-views" by the user
on pre-selected, key metrics tailored for the client.
From an interactive and visual perspective, users can configure the dashboard to display the RAG (Red, Amber or
Green) status of project groupings. The programme can also customise dashboard views to accommodate the
Monitoring and Evaluation component of the Report and Track Module, should more insights be required in real-time.

“Users can configure the dashboard to display the RAG
(Red, Amber or Green) status of project groupings."
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REPORT & TRACK

THE REPORT & TRACK MODULE
The Report and Track Module in CP3
facilitates the following functionality:
Project scheduling according to lifecycle phases and milestones.
Monthly and quarterly cash-flow planning.
Client customisable reports.
Financial performance tracking through
Web API integration.
System dashboards.
Non-financial evidence-based performance tracking.
Pre-formatted downloadable reports.
Powerful spatial querying for spatial
reporting.

REPORT & TRACK
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